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ABSTRACT 

A NEW CONCEPT IN ARTIFICIAL LIGAMENT AND 
TENDONS MODELING: 

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

by 
Miroslaw Sokol 

Reconstruction of the Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) has been a major focus in 

sports medicine for over twenty years. Severe or unrepairable damage of the ACL due to 

sport injury is a major problem faced by orthopedic surgeons and engineers. To 

successfully replace or reconstruct an injured ACL, the mechanical properties as well as 

the dimensional limitation of the material used must be similar to the biological 

ligaments. Although excessive literature describes experimental investigation on the 

mechanical property and clinical application of the ligament material, there is no 

analytical study that describes strains, stresses, and endurance in the bone/ligament/bone 

complex. The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is a method to study this problem. The 

objectives of the present investigation are (1) to develop a finite element model (FEM) of 

an artificial ligament yarn, the emphasis is put on the development of the elastic FEM, (2) 

to analyze stress distribution in the ligament yarn fibers due to various loading conditions 

and designs, and (3) to compare results obtained from the FEA of the elastic model with 

results obtained from laboratory tensile test. Results obtained from the FEM model of the 

ACL prosthesis yarn are confirmed by experimental measurements. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problems in the Anterior Cruciate Ligament Deficient Knee 

Reconstruction of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) in deficient knee has been a major 

focus in sports medicine research over the past 20 years. The number of knee and ankle 

ligament injuries in sports and traffic accidents increases continuously. The need for a 

functional stability and preventing the potential for a development of arthritis in the ACL 

deficient knee has led to the usage of inter articlular autogenous reconstruction from 

multiple tissue sources. This transplant requires to sacrifice a tendon or ligament with a 

normal biological function. In many cases autogenous tissue may not be available or its 

quality is poor when previous autogenous reconstruction has failed. 

Figure 1.1.1 Anterior Cruciate Ligament 4  

1 
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Therefore, the only alternative is the synthetic or prosthetic ligament device. The 

operative treatment is required only for complete rupture of a ligament with proven 

instability. The method of reconstruction uses the central one third portion of the patella 

tendon and tibia tubercle. This has been the standard reconstruction method. Other 

common tissue sources for ACL reconstruction such as semi-tendinosus, gracilis, and the 

fascia lata graft, have been used in a number of varied techniques. Unfortunately, 

procedures for the replacing of ligaments with autogenous and allogeneic material such as 

tendons or fascia lata and with alloplastic material have led to unfavorable results in 

many cases. Studies have shown that the original strength of autogenous tissue declines 

with time. The original strength of material used for implants, in many cases, fails to fully 

return to the original condition. In addition, there is a great variability in healing and 

revascularization. 

1.2 Synthetics Material Used in Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction 

The use of a synthetic material for anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction was 

first reported in 1918. Alwyn-Smith attempted to use silk sutures as a replacement of 

ACL.' In the early seventies, a clinical trial of Proplast an ACL prosthesis was initialized. 

2, 
3  This prosthesis was used for both anterior and posterior cruciate ligament replacement. 

There are several objectives for use of an artificial material in ACL reconstruction. 

The prosthetic ACL is easy to implant with minimum trauma. It gives immediate joint 

mobility, thus avoiding the degenerative events associated with joint immobility. It also 

simulates physical restrain system as the natural ACL (including stiffness). The 
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prosthetic anterior cruciate ligament provides long term biological compatibility with 

intracellular and extracellular environment. 

In seventies and eighties, synthetic fibrous material was popular to use among the 

orthopedic surgeons. Synthetic replacement of the ACL may temporarily or permanently 

function as an augmentation device, a stent, a scaffold, or a total prosthesis. 

Table L2.1 Classification of Commercially Available Cruciate Ligaments 3 . 

ACL replacement type Brand name 

Augmentation Device LAD (fixed at one end) 
Versigraft (Carbon fiber composite 

stent) 
Suture: Dexon, Victy 	P.D.S. 

Scent Proplast 
LAD fixed at both ends)  

Dacron 
Scaffold Carbon Fiber 

Leeds-Keio 
Stryker-Meadox DacronTM Graft 

Total Prosthesis Surgicraft ABC 
Ligastic 

Gore-Tex 
Richards Polyethylene Ligament 

Swiss Polyethylene Ligament 
Stryker-Meadox DacronTM  Graft 

An augmentation device is primarily intended to add strength to a biological graft 

as it undergoes degradation and revascularization. It provides load shearing between the 

biological tissue and the host tissue. One of the problems with an augmentation device is 

that it may stress shield the autogenous tissue, thus, prevents the tissue from developing 

adequate tensile strength. This may be avoided by fixing the synthetic material at only 

one end. For example, use the Kennedy Ligament Augmentation Device - LAD (Figure 
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1.2.1), 3M, St. Paul Minnesota, or a temporary biodegradable augmentation device, or a 

carbon fiber composite stent. If an augmentation device is fixed at both ends, it will 

function as a stent. The stent protects the graft from stress but usually stress shields tissue 

excessively if left inside permanently. 

Figure 1.2.1 Kennedy Augmentation Device. Minnesota 
Mining and Manufacturing Company (1987). 

A scaffold is used to provide support and it serves as a foundation for a soft tissue 

in growth. In some cases, scaffold may be permanent and augment the overall strength of 

the graft, for example, Stryker-Meadox Dacron, Leeds-Keio (Figures 1.3.1 and 1.2.2). 

Additionally, the scaffold is used, but gradually degenerates so it can be replaced by host 

tissue like carbon fiber. The initial strength of the scaffold should be adequate to provide 

biomechanical stability of the joint while the host collagen is produced and organized. 

Problems commonly associate with the scaffold include the variability of tissue to 
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withstand the required mechanical stress, and premature degradation of the synthetic 

material. 

Figure 1.2.2 The tabular Leeds-Keio artificial ligament.5  

The total prosthesis (Table 1.2.1) is a permanent implant that completely replaces 

the ACL without any soft tissue in growth. One of the problems associated with total 

prosthesis is lack of reproducibility of biomechanical function of Anterior Cruciate 

Ligament. High stiffness of total ACL prosthesis leads to the reduction of knee motion 

range and wear problems. 

1.3 Application of Synthetics in ACL Replacement 

Kennedy Ligament Augmentation Device (LAD) is used as an augmentation as well as a 

stent for ACL replacement. This product is made by 3M Orthopedic Product Division. 

This ligament is made out of braided polypropylene. During surgery, it is wrapped by a 

portion of the quadriceps tendon and rounded through the joint or over the top of the 

femoral condyle. The ultimate tensile strength of these ligaments are 1730 [N] for 8 [mm] 

and 1500 [N] for 6 [mm] devices. Fatigue strength is reduced 9 percent after 1 million 
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load cycles (50-500 [N]). The ligament elongates 4 percent after 1 million cycles with the 

same loading conditions. The authors indicated that, the earlier clinical results showed a 

high post-surgery composite ultimate tensile strength, tissue revascularization, and 

collagen remodeling. 

Figure 1.3.1 Stryker-Meadox Dacron"' Graft 
Meadox Medical Inc. Oakland (1983). 

Stryker Dacron Ligament (Figure 1.3.1) and Leeds-Keio Ligament System 

(Figure 1.2.2) are examples of scaffolds. Both prosthetic devices are designed to provide 

necessary initial tensile strength and allow the fibrous tissue ingrowth. The ultimate 

tensile strength of Stryker Dacron"' Ligament is about 3000 [N], one and half times more 

than human ACL. This prosthesis is also four times stiffer than human ACL. The 

originality of the Leeds-Keio Ligament System introduced by Howmedica International 

lies in the way the ligament is attached to the bone. In this prosthetic device, tibial and 
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femoral fixations are made by introducing a bone plug within a pouch in the implant after 

drawing it from tibial and femoral tunnels. The ultimate tensile strength of this ligament 

lies with in 2000 [N] range. The fatigue life is estimated on the 63 million cycles with 

500 [N] load. 

A typical example of total ligament prosthesis is the Gore-Tex Anterior Cruciate 

Ligament Prosthesis. This prosthesis is made out of polytetrafluoro-ethylene. The 

mechanical and biomechanical properties of this prosthetic device are summarized as 

follows. Ultimate tensile strength of the ligament is 5300 [N] (natural human ligament 

tensile strength is 2000 [N]) and has 8 - 10 percent of ultimate elongation. The cyclic 

creep test shows only 4 percent of permanent elongation after 34 million load cycles. The 

25 percent reduction of ultimate tensile strength was observed after 84 million cycles of 

the bending fatigue test. The bending test was performed under I II [N] of constant force 

with 30°  of flexion over 1.5 [mm] radius edge corner. 

1.4 Mathematical Modeling of Ligament and Tendon 

Although a Finite Element Model (FEM) for solving problem involving the mechanical 

behavior of the ligament and tendon tissue does not exist, several mathematical models 

have been proposed. A mathematical model of the tendon and the ligament is studied by 

Woo, et al. In their work the progress of two ligaments mechanical models were 

researched. The authors explained that the first quasi elastic model of ligament was 

implemented by Frisen. 6  The ligament model increased its stiffness gradually with 

increase of the load. A more advanced model was elaborated by Stuffier. 7  His model 

changed the patellar tendon with the kinematics chain composed of numbers of short 
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elements, pins, and torsion springs. Another model was used by Belkoff and Haunt. The 

model assumed that the fibers were aligned in one direction. The model also postulated 

that the fibers were not straitened at the same time. The slack of each fiber was governed 

by the normal distribution function, y(x) = Ae-Bx2. The theoretical analysis for the 

equilibrium conditions of ligaments and tendons were conducted by Sidles, et al. 9  The 

authors confirmed that bending of the loaded fibers causes large transverse pressure and 

pressure gradients. 

The main concern of the characterization of the mechanical behavior of ligaments 

and tendons, however, has been placed in the experimental approach. The results of the 

first experiment in this area were presented by Noyes , and Noyes and Grood. 11 The 

authors emphasized the aspects of the ligament stiffness, mechanical characteristics, and 

non-homogeneous material structure of human Anterior Cruciate ligament. 

1.5 Need for Finite Element Analysis of ACL Prosthesis 

The anterior cruciate ligament prosthesis has been thoroughly tested in many laboratories 

across the country and overseas. However, the prosthetic anterior cruciate ligament device 

that fulfills all the constrains that govern human knee has not been designed yet. The 

ACL is difficult to model due to dynamic mechanical properties and simulate the 

biological environment and conditions. 

There are several problems associated with ACL prosthesis. The strength at the 

bone and ligament fixation is usually weak, bellows 50% the prosthetic material strength. 

Bone and ligament material interaction leads to a decrease in ultimate tensile strength of 

the device for over 50%. Poor ingrowth of bone cells in between ligament fibers cannot 



stabilize prosthetic device in tibial as well as in the femoral tunnels. Non stabilized 

prosthetic devices experience excessive wear in tibial and femoral tunnels, and they are 

subjected to premature failure. Moreover, it has not been proven that tissue ingrowth 

increases ultimate tensile strength of the ligament prosthesis. 

Consequently, there is a need for extensive biomechanical study of anterior cruciate 

ligament prosthetic device. Also, a detailed understanding of the stress distribution in the 

prosthetic ACL during various loading conditions is needed. The full Finite Element 

Analysis of the prosthetic ligament, tibia and femur bones, and screws bone fixation will 

provide answers to some difficult questions. For example, (1 ) how to locate and orient 

femoral and tibial tunnels to minimize bone ligament stress concentration. Thus, lower 

the wearing problem between prosthetic ACL, femur, and tibia. (2) How to design a 

prosthetic ligament to reduce its high stiffness and allow full range of knee joint motion. 

1.6 Specific Objectives 

The overall goal of this study was to develop a Finite Element Model 	a prosthetic 

ligament yarn. The specific objectives of presented investigation were: 

I) 

	

	To develop a finite element model (FEM) of an artificial ligament yarn. The 

emphasis was put on the development of an elastic FEM. 

2) To compare truss and beam element used in FEM to model yarn filaments. For 

example, to study the increase of stress due to a bending and twisting moment. 

3) To find an optimum size for truss elements used in the finite element analysis 

(convergence study). 
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4) To analyze stress distribution in the ligament yarn filaments due to various loading 

conditions. 

5) To analyze stress distribution in the ligament yarn filament due to change in yarn 

twisting length. 

6) To compare results obtained from the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of the 

ligament yarn model and the laboratory tensile tests. 

1.7 Significance 

Due to lack of positive results in clinical and animal testing of ACL deficient knee and  

the hope that synthetic ACL prosthesis will provide functional stability as well as the 

durability of the knee joint lead designer or engineer to use the fundamental method of 

stress analysis in the ACL prosthesis. The information obtained from the finite element 

model of a total prosthetic ACL will benefit the engineer and clinician to modify an 

existing prosthetic design and verify surgical procedures that will optimize stress 

distribution in the femur, prosthetic ACL, and tibia complex. 



CHAPTER 2 

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF SYNTHETIC LIGAMENT FILAMENT 

Although both truss and beam elements that simulate the ligament yarn filaments are used 

in the FEM, truss elements are used after comparison. The truss element consists of two 

nodes. Three displacement degrees of freedom are defined at each node. Beam element is 

also composed of two nodes. However, three rotational degrees of freedom along with the 

displacement are defined. It has been proven that the bending and twisting moments in 

beam model do not contribute (with technical adequacy) to the normal shear stresses. 

Thus, only truss elements are selected in the FEM. 

2.1 Yarn Filaments Modeling 

The artificial ligament used in the FEM consists of 48 yarns. Each yarn is composed of a 

set of about 211 filaments. One filament is modeled as a truss element. The filaments are 

locally parallel to each other. A ligament yarn is modeled as a set of parallel truss 

elements. The filaments are twisted about the yarn's symmetry ax for stress analysis. 

The normal stress due to bending moment that acts in the filament cross section is 

very small, so that it can be neglected. This stress can be solved from the equations as 

follows: 

11 



Figure 2.1.1 The truss element acted as a filament used in the FEM 

Therefore: 

The maximum stress on the filament cross section can be calculated from the following 

equations also. 
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Where: 

2.2 Geometrical Description of the Ligament Filament 

e
u  

d  To find out the curvature x and the derivative 
d 

a parametric model of the filament of 

the ligament was built. In the global coordinate system, x, y, and z, the ligament filament 

forms a spiral that can be described as follows: 

r - distance between yarn's and filament's symmetry axis, 

- filament twisting length, 

t - twisting control limit has a value from 0 to 1. 

Or 

To calculate the curvature of the ligament filament, the first and the second 

derivative of this location vector of x, y, and z (equation 2.2.1) is needed. The curvature 

is calculated from the following equation: 
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Therefore: 

Finally: 

If the internal twisting is linear over the filament length 1, the de  can be calculated from 
du 

the following equation: 

Where: 

s - arc length, 

So 
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So: 

And: 

2.3 Approximation of the Stress from Bending and Twisting 
of the Ligament Filament 

The maximum stress exerted on the filament due to bending and twisting can be 

presented in an equation form. From equations 2.1.4 and 2.2.9, the normal stress on the 

filament has the following form: 

The shear stress is calculated using equation 2.1.4 and 2.2.13. 

Where: 

E - Young modulus, 

G - Kirchoff constant, 

R1  - filament radius, 

I 	- section length. 

2.4 Average Radius of the Yarn of a Ligament 

Line segments that connect filament centers are modeled as contact elements. Each 

filament occupied an area that is approximately equal to the area of hexagon that overlaps 

the filament (Figure 2.4.1). The following equation describes the appropriate relationship: 
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The total area that is occupied by the yarn is proportional to the number of filaments and 

the area of each filament. Therefore: 

Figure 2.4J A cross section of yarn that builds from seven filaments 

On the other hand, the average area of the ligament yarn is estimated from the following 

equation: 

Finally, the equation of the average yarn size is: 

Where: 

Af filament area, 

At  - yarn area, 

n 	- number of filaments in the yarn, 
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R f  - filament radius, 

R1  - average yarn radius, 

n =3.1415926... 

2.5 Numerical Values of Normal and Shear Stress Compared to the Normal 
Tensile Stress due to Bending and Twisting Forces Along the Yarn Radius 

2.5.1 Residual Stresses 

The yarn is composed of 211 filaments. The radius of each filament R f  is approximately 

equal to 9.735[1.1.m] and the twisting length I is equal to 2500[um]. In addition, E is 

assumed to be 14.5[GPa] which was obtained from the experimental testing use Dacron®  

(Table 3.4.1b). The average yarn radius is calculated from 2.4.4 equation, 

The maximum normal stress on the filament due to bending moment is calculated from 

equation 2.3.1. 

The results of U are summarized in graph (Figure 2.5.1) with the assumption that v = 

0.3 

The shear stress can be calculated from equation 2.3.2. 
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2.5.2 Normal and Shear Stress Due to a Change in Filament Curvature 

During the elongation of the yarn, not only the curvature of filament changes so as the 

normal stress (Figure 2.5.1). The assumption for this calculation is that the filament cross 

sections are infinitely stiff. 

Where: 

- initial filament section length, 

12  - final filament section length. 

Figure 2.5.1 Change in the normal stress due to the change of the filament 
curvature. Elongation equal to 1.5% of its initial length. 

An increase of normal stresses due to the change of filament Figure 2.5.1. An 1.5% 

increase of initial filament length for the total elongation is assumed. The initial length 1, 

is equal 2.5 [mm]. 



The change in shear is calculated from the following equation: 

and displayed in figure 2.5.2. 

Figure 2.5.2 Change in the shear stress in the filament 
due to the curvature change during elongation. 

2.5.3 Maximum Normal Stress Due to Yarn Elongation 

The yield force Ft  acting on the yarn is not greater than 10N. Therefore, in the axial or 

longitudinal loading condition, the normal stress on filament cross section is less than: 



CHAPTER 3 

FILAMENT TO FILAMENT INTERFACE MODELING 

Although it is difficult to expect any big variations in filament interconnecting stress along 

the filaments, the truss element can be used as a sufficient tool in the model. The filament 

to filament interconnecting stresses was determined truss discreet and the total energy 

equivalence. 

Figure 3.1.1 Filament to filament contact stress. 
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3.1 The Stiffness of Interconnecting Element - Hertzian Theory 

The contact stresses must be taken in to a consideration during the investigation since 

filaments are only contacted on the surface and they cannot interact internaly with each 

other. The inter-filament stiffness is calculated based on Hertzian Theory. 12  The radius 

of contact surface area, b, is given by: 

E1, E2 - Young modulus for first and second cylinders respectively, 

- Poisson's ratio, 

P 	- contact pressure, 

b 	- contact area radius, 

- maximum contact stress. 

In the present analysis, it is assumed that: 

Ei = E2 = E, v1 = v2 = v, and RI  = R2 = R f. 	 (3.1.3) 

Therefore, equation 4.1.1, and 4.1.2 becomes: 



The strain can be calculated from equation: 

Finally, the stiffness per unit length is defined in the following equation: 

3.2 Estimation of Filament's Interconnection Stiffness 
for the Finite Element Model 

To calculate the stiffness of interconnecting elements in building the FEA model, 

maximum pressure that is perpendicular to the ligament filament surface should be 

estimated (Figure 3.2.1). 

Figure 3.2.1 Forces that act on the filament with known curvature. 
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The filament shown in Figure 3.2.1 is in a static equilibrium condition. That is the 

sum of all forces and the moment acting on it are equal to zero. Therefore, the sum of x 

components of all forces must equal zero. 

The sum of all y force components is also equal to zero. By using x from the equation 

2.2.9, the side pressure on the filament is calculated as follows. 

3.3 First Order Approximation of the Interconnecting Element 
Stiffness for the Finite Element Modeling 

To find more accurate stiffness of interconnecting elements, following calculations and 

assumptions are made. First, it is assumed that the n is the total number of filaments in 

the ligament yarn. F is the total external force imposed on the yarn and it is distributed 

equally in each filament. The filament tension N due to the external load is defined from 

the equation 3.2.1. The most loaded filaments are lying on the external radius of the yarn. 

These assumptions will be verified with FEM solutions (see section 6.3.1). Next, in the 

numerical calculation (used as an example), the total force F exerted on the yarn is 10[N]. 
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The total number of filaments, n, in the yarn is equal to 211. The ligament yarn length / 

is equal to 2.5 
	

1 (360°  twisting length). So, 

If the yarn external radius r = 0.16 [mm], the side pressure on the filament is calculated 

Filament Side Pressure IN/m] 

Figure 3.3.1 Filament side strain as a function of side pressure. 
Equation 3.1.6 for pressure side range calculated above. 

It is not difficult to notice that the strain versus side pressure curve is linear over 

the expected range of the pressure. Therefore, the stiffness of the filament, 77 can be 

calculated from the linear approximation. 

2) 
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3.4 Finite Element Model Coordinate System 

The coordinates of each node are circumscribed in rectangular global coordinate system. 

However, a nodal coordinate system is also defined for each node. The z axis of a node is 

parallel to the Z axis of the global coordinate system. The x and y are parallel to the radial 

and circumferential directions of the global cylindrical coordinate system (Figure 3.4.1). 

Figure 3.4.1 Nodal coordinate system definition. Each node is defined in its 
coordinate systems. Single, double, and triple arrow 
represents x, y, and z local coordinate, respectively. 

Although the yarn geometry is naturally described in cylindrical coordinate system., 

the rectangular coordinate system was used. Although the geometrical properties of the 

yarn has a screwlike symmetry, the cylindrical coordinate system was not selected since 
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this coordinate system is not properly handled in the Ansys 5.0, FEM program. However, 

the cyclindrical coordinated system was used to generate yarn model which is used in the 

calculations. 

3.5 Boundary Condition 

Due to the capatibility of translation and rotation mechanizm of the yarn, it can be 

modeled with in infinitely small segment (all cross section will provide the same 

information). However, for the purpose of finite element modeling, finite length of 

filament elements are used. All nodes are constrained in circumferential direction due to 

cylindrical symmetry. Nodes with X=O, Y=O, and Z=0 has no displacement. All nodes with 

Z=0 have no Z displacement. Displacement of all nodes with Z=1 are proportional to the 

yarn strain and length (Figure 3.5.1). 

Figure 3.5.1 Boundary condition. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS FROM FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

4.1 Convergence Study 

For the purpose of convergence study, several calculations of total force on the yarn for 

1.5% strain are made. In this study, it is assumed that only the lengths of longitudinal 

elements are changed. 

The lengths of element are proportional to the yarn twisting length and the angle between 

the cross section planes, element twisting angle. This angle is used as a parameter of the 

study. 

27 
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Where: 

Element twisting angle is proportional to the final element's length. The lower the 

element twisting angle, the smaller the element size. Figure 4.1.1 shows that the smaller 

the longitudinal elements, the solution converged, but only up to 5°  of twisting angle. 

This fact is due the finite representation of real numbers in computer's memory. 
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The filament internal forces and stresses are collected in Figures 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. The 

contact forces and stresses are collected in Figures 4.1.5 and 4.1.6. 
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It can be noticed that the contact stresses and pressures have positive values at one 

point. Although stretching the filament instead of squeezing occurred in this case, most of 

the contact elements work in the proper direction. 

4.2 Yarn Internal Forces as a Function of Strain 

The filament force and stress are calculated as a function of total strain. Four levels of 

strain are chosen, 0.375, 0.75, 1.125 and 1.5% of the total yarn length. The results of 

finite element calculation are displayed in the following graphical form. Stress strain 

curve is shown in Figure 4.2.1. Filament normal forces and stresses are presented in 

Figures 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. Filament contact pressure and stress are given in Figures 4.2.4 

and 4.2.5. 

Figure 4.2.1 Total yarn force as a function of yarn strain. 
All calculations are made with 2.5 mm yarn twisting length 
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Figure 4.2.2 The distribution of filament force at four strains levels. 

Figure 4.2.3 The distribution of filament stress as a function of yarn strain 
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Figure 4.2.4 The filament contact pressure distribution as a function of yarn strain. 

Figure 4.2.5 Maximum filament contact stress as a function of total yarn strain. 

The data presented above describes that the major portion of the stress is carried by 

the filaments that is located on the yarn symmetry axis. The filament also carries the most 
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contact and normal load. It can be concluded that this filament is going to fail at first 

during loading. The finite element solution shows that stress strain curve is linear (Figure 

4.2.1) since a linear, an isotropic, and a homogeneous material property of the yarn was 

assumed in the modeling. 

4.3 Optimization of Yarn Twisting Length 

The changes in total yarn force, stresses, and total stiffness are all calculated as a function 

of its twisting length. All calculations are conducted under the same geometrical 

condition, material properties of filaments, boundary, and loading conditions as described 

in the previous sections. Eleven different twisting lengths are used during calculation. All 

results are based on 1.5% total yarn strain. 

4.3.1 Results 

Plots of the total force and resultant modulus of the yarn as a function of its twisting 

length is shown in Figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively. Plots of the filament cross section 

normal force and stresses distribution with respect to the filament location in the yarn 

versus the yarn twisting length are summarized in Figures 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. Plots of the 

pressure and contact stress between filaments as a function of the yarn twisting length and 

filament location in the yarn are shown in Figures 4.3.5 and 4.3.6. Some data were 

excluded from Figures 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 for the clarity purpose. 



Figure 4.3.1 Total yarn force as function of its twisting length. 

Figure 4.3.2 Average yarn modulus as a function of its twisting length. 



Figure 4.3.3 The distribution of filament force along yarn 
radius as a function of the twisting length of the yarn. 

Figure 4.3.4 The distribution of filament stress along yarn radius as 
a function of the twisting length of the yarn. 



Figure 4.3.5 The distribution of filament contact pressure along 
yarn radius as a function of the twisting length of the yarn. 

Figure 4.3.6 The distribution of filament maximum contact stress 
along yarn radius as a function of the twisting length of the yarn. 



CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS 

5.1 The Ultimate Tensile Stress of the Yarn 

A simple tensile test of yarn was made for the purpose of determination of the change in 

the mechanical properties of Dacron' yarns for the twisted and untwisted yarns. 

5.1.1 Material and Method 

Two types of designed DacronTM yarn were tested. A single ply yarn and a twisted double 

plies yarns were received from DuPoint. Non-twisted yarn was consisted of 95 equal 

diameter filaments. The twisted yarn contained 190 filaments and it was twisted along the 

symmetry axis with 2.5 mm twisting length. Six Dacron"' yarns for each design type were 

tested in each experiment. The samples were prepared according to following procedure. 

The ends of each yarn were attached to a 1/8" of diameter and 1" long polyethylene rigid 

tube with a 1/4" long wood pin. The remaining tube space was filled with Devcon 5-

minute epoxy (Figure 5.3.1.). The samples were tested (tensile test) to break. The 

equipment used is the Chatillon Elongation Control Tensile Machine. Strain versus stress 

results were recorded by data acquisition system based on (COMPAQ computer) and 

Chatillon software. 
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Figure 5.2.1 The setup of DACRON®  yarn for the mechanical testing. 

5.1.2 Results 

Typical load-strain curves for twisted and not-twisted yarns are shown in Figures 5.3.1 

and 5.3.2. The calculated results for the yield load, yield elongation, ultimate tensile 

strength, ultimate tensile elongation, stiffness, yield stress, yield strain, ultimate tensile 

stress, ultimate tensile strain, and modulus are shown in Tables 5.3.1a, 5.3.1b, 5.3.2a and 

5.3.2b, respectively. 

Table 5.3.1a Material properties of single ply, non-twisted Dacron" yarn. 

Sample 
Number 

Cage 
Length 
(mm) 

Yield 
Load 
(N) 

Yield 
Elongation 

(mm) 

Max. 
Load 
(N) 

Max. 
Elongation 

(mm) 

Stiffness 

 (N/mm) 

1 161 5.03 2.28 23.4 19.7 2.57 

2 160 4.95 2.19 22.6 18.0 2.64 

3 160 5.12 2.43 23.1 19.6 2.42 

4 162 5.08 2.29 23.1 18.7 2.58 

5 160 4.99 2.27 22.7 19.4 2.55 

6 159 5.15 2.34 23.3 18.6 2.55 

Mean 160 5.05 2.30 23.0 19.0 2.55 
SD 1 0.08 0.08 0.3 0.7 0.07 
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Table 5.3.1b Mechanical properties of single ply, non-twisted DacronTm yam. 

Sample 
Number 

Yield 
Stress 
(MPa) 

Yield 
Strain 
(%) 

Max. 
Stress 
(MPa) 

Max. 
Strain 
(%) 

Modulus 

(G Pa) 

1 178 1.41 827 12.2 14.6 

2 175 1.37 800 11.2 14.9 

3 181 1.52 818 12.2 13.7 

4 180 1.42 818 11.6 14.8 

5 176 1.42 803 12.1 14.4 

6 182 1.47 823 11.7 14.3 

Mean 179 1.44 815 11.8 14.5 
SD 3 0.05 I 1 0.4 0.4 

Table 5.3.2a Material properties of double plies, twisted DacronTM  yarn. 
Yarn twisting length is 2.5 mm. 

Sample 
Number 

Gage 
Length 
(mm) 

Yield 
Load 

(N) 

Yield 
Elongation 

(mm) 

Max. 
Load 

(N) 

Max. 
Elongation 

(mm) 

Stiffness 

(N/mm) 
1 156 10.1 2.57 48.3 24.3 4.46 

2 160 10.2 2.73 48.3 25.0 4.21 

3 157 9.9 2.62 47.3 23.9 4.28 

4 158 10.0 2.68 47.9 24.2 4.25 

5 157 9.9 2.66 48.6 26.1 4.21 

6 155 10.0 2.61 48.4 24.8 4.35 

Mean 157 10.0 2.65 48.1 24.7 4.29 
SD 2 0.1 0.06 0.5 0.8 0.10 

Table 5.3.2b Mechanical properties of double plies, twisted DacronTm  yam. 
Yarn twisting length is 2.5 mm. 

Sample 
Number 

Yield 
Stress 
(MPa) 

Yield 
Strain 

(%) 

Max. 
Stress 
(MPa) 

Max. 
Strain 
(%) 

Modulus 

(GPa) 
1 178 1.65 853 15.6 12.3 

2 179 1.71 853 15.6 11.9 

3 174 1.67 836 15.2 11.9 

4 177 1.69 846 15.3 11.9 

5 174 1.69 859 16.6 11.7 

6 177 1.69 • 856 16.0 11.9 

Mean 177 1.68 851 15.7 11.9 
SD 2 0.02 8 0.5 0.2 
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Figure 5.3.1 Load - Strain curves for single ply untwisted Dacron"' yarns. 

Figure 5.3.2 Load - Strain curves for double plies twisted Dacron"' yarns. 



CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

6.1 Comparison of Truss and Beam Model of the Yarn Filament 

From the present investigation, the truss element used for obtaining FEA results has 

shown its advantages in modeling of ligament yarn filaments. The shear stress of twisted 

filament is lower in comparison with thc normal stress due to elongation (Figure 2.5.2). 

Moreover, the effect of bending on the normal stress is negligible (Figure 2.5.1). The 

normal stress generated by filament bending (beam model) is approximately less then 2% 

of normal stress from tensile loading. Also, the truss model of the ligament yarn filament 

has lower degrees of freedom in each node and it is easier to handle from the numerical 

point of view. 

6.2 Contact Stress Elements 

The filament which is subjected to the load P, lies on the edge of the yarn. It means that 

there are no additional forces acting on the filament. However, different loading condition 

is applied to the filaments which lie inside the yarn. These filaments are loaded from six 

sides (Figure 2.4.1). The stiffness of interconnecting elements, Hertzian contact, can be 

approximated from the result calculated from equation 3.1.7. 
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Figure 6.3.1 Filament side strain as a function of side pressure. 
The increase of side pressure was applied. 

Despite the fact that the filament side contact pressure is greater than in some cases, 

for example, the maximum side pressure predicted in Section 3.3 (Figure 3.3.1), the 

stiffness of contact element did not change. The increase of side contact pressure from 45 

[N/mm] to 180 N/mm] obtained from finite element model (Figure 4.3.5) leads to a 

decrease of contact element stiffness from 243.66 [N/mm] to 243.57 [N/mm] (Figure 

6.3.1). The change in contact element stiffness due to non-linearity of contact stiffness is, 

therefore, less then 0.04[%]. Hence, it also did not make any significant changes to the 

results obtained. 

6.3 Finite Element Analysis 

As it is predicted in the finite element analysis, there is a limitation in the domain of a 

solution. Extremely large or small elements cannot give satisfactory results. There is an 
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error in calculation of displacement and internal forces while using big size elements 

comparing to the model sizes. On the other hand, small element produces numerically 

unstable solution. The unstable solutions are due to finite binary number representation in 

computer memory, and a close to zero stiffness matrix determinant after applying 

boundary condition. 

Considering convergence study performed in section 4.1, the smallest longitudinal 

clement that gives convergent solution has a 5°  element twisting angle. That angle is 

equivalent to, approximately, 34.7 [pm] in the element size (Figure 4.1.2). 

There is a stress distribution between filaments. The filaments lied in the middle of 

the yarn carry higher load than the filaments lied on the yarn's outer boundary (Figure 

4.1.3). The filament cross-section normal stress gradually decreases with the distance 

between yarn's and filament's symmetry axis increases. Filament to filament contact 

stress is distributed also. Similarly to the filament normal stress, the contact stress 

decreases with an increase of the distance between yarn's and filament's symmetry axis. 

In addition, the filament to filament contact stress also depends on the radial plane 

position regarding the filament to filament contact plane (Figure 4.1.5). 

The linear dependency of external yarn strain due to internal forces is shown in 

section 4.2. The filament normal stress as well as contact stress is directly proportional to 

the yarn strain. This is due to the application of the linear truss element in the FEM. 

As shown in Section 4.3, the yarn stiffness and its modulus depends on the yarn 

twisting length. The lower the twisting length, the smaller the stiffness and modulus 

(Figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). As the yarn twisting length decreases, starts from infinity, the 
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internal filament forces change their distribution. For the infinite twisting length, all 

filaments are parallel to each other, the normal stress perpendicular to the filament cross-

section is equal. 

Figure 6.4.1 Load - strain curves for untwisted yarn, all filaments parallel 

At this condition, there is no filament to filament contact stress. The lower the twisting 

length, the smaller the filament normal stress exerted on the filament that are lying on the 

yarn's boundaries. For twisting simulation conditions, the filaments that are lying in the 

middle section of the yarn, close to the yarn symmetry axis, carry more load and stress 

than the others (Figures 4.3.3, 4.3.4, 4.3.5, and 4.3.6). The highest load is carried by the 

filament lying on the symmetry axis. 

Finally, the results obtained from the finite element analysis are confirmed by the 

experimental data (Figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2). On each figure, the black curves represent 
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experimental data (Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). The blue lines are the average strain - load 

curves calculated using the best fit method to experimental data. The red line that 

appeared on Figure 6.4.2 is the results using the finite element analysis for the yarn of 2.5 

[mm] twisting length. 

Figure 6.4.2 Load - strain curves for double plies 
twisted yarn, 2.5 mm twisting length. 

6.4 Mechanical Properties of Dacron-  Yarns 

The tensile test shows a significant difference in modulus and yield strain between non-

twisted and twisted Dacron" yarns. The average module for untwisted, single ply Dacron" 

was 14.5±0.4 [GPa] (from experiment, Table 5.3.1b). On the other hand, the average 

modulus for double plies, twisted yarns with 2.5 [mm] twisting length was 11.9±0.2 [GPa] 

(Table 5.3.2b). The yield strain increased from 1.44±0.05 [%] for an untwisted, single ply 

Dacron" yarn to 1.68±0.02 [%] for double plies, twisted yarns with 2.5 [mm] twisting 
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length. However, no difference in yield stress was observed. It was concluded that the 

drop in modulus for twisted yarns compared with the untwisted was contributed by the 

non-parallel orientation of filaments with respect to the yarn's symmetry axis of the 

untwisted yarns. In the twisted yarn, an oblique filament had to be align with the yarn 

symmetry axis before it could be deformed elasticity. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

7.1 Summary 

The model used to predict stiffness, modulus, filament forces and stresses' distribution 

due to different yarn twisting lengths is successfully developed and analyzed. Yarns with 

lower twisting lengths were less stiffer than that of higher twisting lengths. From present 

investigation it can be summarized that the truss element for a FEM of a yarn is 

sufficient. It was shown that the beam model did not improve the results since the shear 

and bending moment of the filaments was relatively low. The optimal element size for a 

computational solution was determined in the convergence study. Too small in size of a 

finite element cause an instability in the solution. On the other hand, big elements cannot 

represent the spiral feature of the filament used in real life. Also, it was shown that the 

stress strain curve for the presented model was linear. This is due to assumption that the 

material properties are isotropic, linear, and homogenous. There is a direct agreement 

between experimental data and results obtained in the finite element analysis. 

There are several findings of presented investigation. (1) Filament normal force and 

stress increase with an increase in strain (loading condition). (2) Filament normal force 

and stress decrease with an increase in the distance between the filament and yarn 

symmetry axis. (3) Filament normal force and stress increase with an increase in yarn 

twisting length (design parameter). (4) Filament contact force and stress increase with an 
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increase in strain. (5) Filament contact force and stress decrease with an increase in the distance 

between the filament and yarn symmetry axis. (6) Filament contact pressure and stress decrease 

with an increase in twisting length. (7) Yarn modulus and total force increase with an increase in 

twisting length. 

7.2 Recommendations 

The present model represents one step forward to the systematic stress analysis of on 

artificial ligament. In addition, the present analysis is the first step towards a complete 

understanding of the stress field using FEM, and provides the ground work for further 

non linear and dynamic analysis. The present model has provided important and useful 

information to the medical rehabilitation field. In the preparation of further work, the 

following steps will be considered in the modeling. (1) Change the material property from 

linear to quasi elastic nonlinear. (2) Apply viscoelestic material property. (3) Apply 

interfabric friction. (4) Apply filament length distribution. (5) The truss element can be 

used to model more complex system like artificial ligaments, tendons, arteries, and skin. 

(6) In addition, if each filament to be loaded to its limited force level, failure mode should 

be predicted. 



APPENDIX A 

LIGAMENT MESH GENERATION PROGRAM, C LANGUAGE 

/**************************************************/ 

/* 
	

Miroslaw Sokol 

Biomechanical Engineering 

Master Thesis 

Last update: 7/29/94 

/**************************************************1 

This program was written to generate Finite Element Model of artificial ligament yarn. 

This FEM model is based on few assumptions. First, each filament, of one yarn is a 

neighbor of two to six other filaments. The filaments lying in the middle section of the 

yarn have six neighbors filaments. The filament lying on the yarn boundary usually has 

two to three neighbor filaments. As a filament model, truss element is lying in that 

filament axis of symmetry. There is a full contact between filaments in the beginning of 

loading process. The distributed contact force, normal to filament surface is conveyed by 
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desecrate mesh of elements that are orthogonal to filaments. Distributed contact force is 

modeled by using two concentrated nodal forces located on both ends of each 

longitudinal element.*/ 

/********************* PREPROCESSOR DIRECTIVES ********************/ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <malloc.h> 

/************************ SYMBOLIC CONSTANTS ***********************/ 

#define FALSE 0 

#define TRUE 1 

#define ABS(x) ((x) >= 0 ? (x) : -(x)) 

/************************ TYPE DECLARATIONS ************************/ 

/* Each node of this structure contains 	*1 

	

struct NODERC { 	 *1 

int 	node id; 	 /* node identification number 	 */ 

double 	x, y, z; 	 /* node coordinates x, y, z 	 */ 

double 	length[6]; 	 1* length of contact area 	 *1 
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struct NODERC *next; 	 /* pointer to next node 

struct 	NODERC *neighbor[8]; 	/* [0..5] connection in plane 	 */ 

}; 	 1* [6..7] up and down connection 	*1 

typedef struct NODERC NODE; 

typedef NODE *PTNODE; 

struct LNTRC 

int 	lnt_id; 

double 	length; 

struct LNTRC *next; 

}; 

typedef struct LNTRC LNT; 

typedef LNT *PTLNT; 

void main(argc, argv) 

int argc; 

char *argv[]; 

{ 

PTNODE joint, temp, front, back, upfront, up_temp; 

PTLNT Int=NULL, temp_lnt, found_int; 
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int 	fiber_number = 15, 	/* total number of filaments in the yam 

substep number = 4, 	I* number of elements along the yarn 

node_ on_ radius; 	/* number of nodes on the radius 

static int sort[6]={ ,4,5,0, 

double fiber_diameter = 1, 	/* filaments diameter 

fiber length = 4, 	/* yarn length 

twisting_angle = 45, 	/* total twisting angle in degrees 

substepiength, 	 /* longitudinal component of element length 

yarn radius, 	 /* yarn radius 

alpha, 	 /* rotation angle in between layers 

beta, 	 /* local twisting angle 

displacement, 	 /* load in node displacenemt 
	 *1 

pi = 4.*atan(1.), 

zero=0, 

temp_x, temp_y, temp_x0, temp_y0, temp_z0, 

xyr, 

det_x, det_y, det_z, 

1_temp, I_front, 

x, y, z, eps=1 e- 1 0; 



t 	ct, ctx, cty, ctz, ctn, max_x; 

int 	step, found; 

FILE 	d *elm, est; 

double get_data(); 

char 	data[30], node[30], elem[30], cons[30], str[50]; 

printf(" Start"); 

strcpy(data, argv[1]); 

strcpy(node, argv[1]); 

strcpy(elem, argv[1 ]); 

strcpy(cons, argv[1]); 

strcat(data,".in");   

strcat(node, ".nod"); 

strcat(elem, ".elm"); 

strcat(cons, 
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if (argc < 2) { 

printf(" \nlnput file name is not supplied"); 

exit(1); 

if ((in = fopen(data, "r")) == NULL) { 

printf(" \nCannot open data file"); 

exit(1); 

if ((nod = fopen(node, "w")) == NULL) { 

printf(" \nCannot open destination file"); 

exit(1); 

if ((elm = fopen(elem, "w"))== NULL) { 

printf(" \nCannot open destination file"); 

exit(1 ); 



if ((cst = fopen(cons, ")) == NULL) { 

printf(" \aCannot open destination file"); 

exit(1); 

/* to read data parameters */ 

fiber_number = get_data(in); 

substep_number = get_data(in); 

fiber_diame e = get_data(in); 

fiber_length = get_data(in); 

twisting_angle = get_data(in); 

displacement = fiber_length*twisting_angle*get_data(in)/36000; 

/* to calculate additional parameters */ 

temp_x = 1+4*(2*fiber number/sqrt((double) 3) - 1)/3; 

node_on radius = (1. + scirt(temp_x))/2. + 1.; 

yarn_rad ius = (node_on_rad ius- 1 .)*fiber_diameter*sqrt((cloubl e) 3)/2; 

fiber_length *= twisting angle/360; 

substep_length = fiber_lengthisubstep_number; 

ternp_z0 = -1.*substep length; 
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alpha = pi/180*twisting_angle/substep_number; 

/* to calculate node coordinates */ 

back = NULL; 

joint = NULL; 

ct 

printf( "VI Calculate Node Coordinates 

for (ctz = 0; ctz <= substep_number; ++ctz) { 

temp_z0 += substep_length; 

temp_x0 = (2.-node_on radius)*fiber_diameter/2; 

temp_y0 = node on_radius*fiber_d ameter*sqrt((double) 3)/(-2); 

max_x = node_on_radius-1; 

for (cty = 0; cty < 2*node_on_radius; ++cty) 

step = (cty > node on_radius) ? -I : l;  

temp_x0 	step*fiber diameter/2; 

temp_y0 += fiber diameter*sqrt((double) 3)/2; 

temp_x = temp_x0 - fiber_ diameter; 

temp_y = temp_y0; 

max_x += step; 

for (ctx = 0; ctx < max 	++ctx) 
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temp_x += fiber_ diameter; 

xyr = sqrt(temp_x*temp_x + temp_y*temp_y), 

if yr <= yarn_radius) { 

temp = (PTNODE) malloc(sizeof(NODE)); 

temp->node_id = ++ct; 

temp->x = temp_x; 

temp->y = temp_y; 

temp->z = temp_z0; 

for (ctn = 0; ctn 	++ctn) 

temp->neighbor[ctn] = NULL; 

temp->next = NULL; 

if (joint — NULL) { 

joint = temp; 

back = temp; 

else { 

back->next = temp; 

back = temp; 
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} 

printf( " \n Calculate Node Connections 

/* to calculate node connections.*/ 

temp = joint; 

while (temp->next != NULL) { 

front = temp->next; 

while(front != NULL) { 

detx = front->x - temp->x; 

dety = front->y - temp->y; 

det_z = front->z - temp->z; 

if(ABS(det_x) + ABS(dety) + ABS(det_z)> eps) { 

if (ABS(det_z) < eps) { 

found = FALSE; 

for (ctn = 0; ctn < 6 && !found; ++ctn) { 

x = det_x - fiber diameter*cos(ct pi/3.); 

y = deter - fiber_diameter*sin(ctn p1/3.); 

if (ABS(x) < eps && ABS(y) < eps) 

if (temp->neighbor[ctn] 	NULL) { 
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temp->neighbor[ctn] = front; 

front->neighbor[sort[ctn]} = tern 

found = TRUE; 

else if(ABS(det_x) eps && ABS(det_y) < ep 

z = det_z/substep_length; 

if (ABS(z ) < eps) 

if (temp->neighbor[6] == NULL) { 

temp->neighbor[6] — front; 

front->neighbor[7] = temp; 

} 

else if(ABS(z + 1) < eps) 

if (temp->neighbor[7] == NULL) { 

temp->neighbor[7] = front; 

front->neighbor[6] = temp; 

} 
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} 

temp = temp->next; 

printf( "\n Rotate Node Coordinates' 

/* to rotate nodes coordinates */ 

temp =joint; 

while (temp != NULL) { 

beta = alpha*temp->z/substep_length; 

det_y = temp->x*cos(beta) + temp- *sin(beta); 

det_y = -temp->x*sin(beta) + temp->y*cos(beta); 

temp->x = (ABS(det_x) > eps) ? de _x : 0; 

temp->y = (ABS(det_y) > eps) ? det_y 

temp = temp->next; 

printf( "\n Calculate Contact Length"); 

/* to rotate nodes coordinates */ 

temp = joint; 

while (temp != NULL) { 
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for (ct = 0; ct < ++ t) 

if (temp->neighbor[ct] != NULL) { 

front = temp->neighbor[ct]; 

if (temp->neighbor[6] != NULL) 

up_temp = temp neighbor[6]; 

else if (temp->neighbor[7] != NULL) 

up_temp temp->neighbor[7]; 

if (front->neighbor[6] != NULL) 

up_front = front->neighbor[6]; 

else if (front->neighbor[7] != NULL) 

up_front = front->neighbor[7]; 

det_x = temp->x - up_temp->x; 

det_y = temp->y - up_temp->y; 

det_z = temp->z up_temp->z; 

l_temp = sqrt(det_x*det_x+det_y*det_yi-det_z*det_z 

det_x = front->x - up_front->x; 

det_y = front->y - up_front->y; 

det_z = front->z - up_front->z; 
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front = sqrt(det_ *det x+det_y*det_y et_z det 

if ((temp->neighbor[6] != NULL) && (temp->neighbor[7] != NULL) ) 

temp->length[ct] = (l_temp + l_front)/2; 

else 

temp->length[ct] = (]_temp 	front)/4; 

temp = temp->next; 

printf( " \n Print Node Coordinates"); 

/* to print nodes coordinates */ 

temp =- joint; 

fprintf(nod, "%5d\n", -888); 

while (temp != NULL) { 

fprintf(nod, "%5d", temp->node_id); 

fprintf(nod, "%16.9e", temp->x); 

fprintf(nod, "%16.9e", temp- y), 

fprintf(nod, "V016.9e", temp- z), 

temp_x = sqrt(temp->x*temp->x + terrip->y*temp- y); 



if (ABS(temp_x) > eps) 

temp_x = temp->y/temp_x; 

temp_x = asin(temp_x)*180/pi; 

if ((temp->y >= 0) && (temp->x < 0)) 

temp_x = 180 - temp_x; 

else if ((temp->y < 0) && (temp->x < 0)) 

temp_x = 180 - temp_x;  

else if ((temp->y < 0) && (temp->x >= 0)) 

temp_x = 360 + temp_x; 

else 

temp_x = 0; 

fprintf(nod, ''%9.4f', temp_x), 

fprintf(nod, "%9.4f", zero); 

fprintf(nod, "%9.4f', zero); 

fprintf(nod, "fin"); 

temp = temp->next; 

} 

printf( "\n Print Elements"); 

/* to print longitudinal elements */ 

temp = joint; 
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ctn = 0; 

while (temp != NULL) { 

if (temp->neighbor[6] != NULL) { 

+-Fan; 

back = temp->neighbor[6]; 

fprintf(elm, "%6d", temp->node_id); 

fprintf(elm, "%6d", back->node_id); 

for (ct = 0; c 	6; ++ct) 

fprintf(elm, "%6d",, 0); 

for (ct = 0; ct < 3; ++ct) 

fprintf(elm, '%6d" ); 

fprintf(elm, "%6d", ctn); 

fprintf(elm, %6d" ); 

fprintf(elm, 	"); 

temp->neighbor[6] = NULL; 

back->neighbor[7] = NULL; 

} 

if (temp->neighbor[7] != NULL) { 

++ctn; 

back = temp->neighbor[7]; 

fprintf(elm, "%6d", temp->node_id); 

fprintf(elm, "%6d", back->node :id); 
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for (ct = 0; ct < ++ct) 

fprintf(elm, "%6d", ); 

for (ct = 0; ct < ++ct) 

fprintf(elm, %6d" l); 

fprintf(elm, "%6d", 	); 

fprintf(elm, "%6d",  

fprintf(elm, 	"); 

temp->neighbor[7] = NULL; 

back->neighbor[6] = NULL; 

} 

temp = temp->next; 

temp_int = (PTLNT) malloc(sizeof(LNT)); 

temp_int->lntid 

temp_lnt->length = pi*fiber_diameter*fiber_diameter/4; 

ternp_Int->next = int; 

Int = temp_Int; 

/* to print contact elements */ 



cty = 1; 

temp = joint; 

while (temp != NULL) { 

for (ctx = 0; ctx < ++ctx) 

if (temp->neighbor[ctx] != NULL) { 

found = 0; 

temp Int = lnt,  

while ((temp_lnt != NULL) && !found ) 

if (ABS(ternp_lnt->length - temp->length[ctx]) < eps 

found = 

else 

ternp_lnt = temp_Int->next; 

if (!found) 

++cty; 

temp_lnt = (PTLNT) malloc(sizeof(LNT)); 

temp_Int->Int_id = cty; 

temp_lnt->length = temp->length[ctx 

tempint->next = Int; 

Int = temp_int; 
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++ctn; 

back = temp->neighbor ctx 

fprintf(elm, %6d'', temp->node_id); 

fprintf(elm, "%6d", back->node_id); 

for (et = 0; ct < 6; ++ct) 

fprintf(elm, ''%6d", 0); 

for (ct = 0; ct < , ++ct) 

fprintf(elm, "%6d", 2); 

fprintf(elm, '%6d", temp_int->1 t_id); 

fprintf(elm, "%6d", ctn); 

fprintf(elm, "%6d", 0); 

fprintf(elm, " \n"); 

temp->neighbor[ctx] = NULL; 

back->neighbor[sort[ctx]] = NULL; 

} 

temp = temp->next; 

} 

printf( "\n Print Rcal Constance Table\n\n"); 



fprintf(cst, "ishow,x1 1 \n");  

fprintf(cst, "fprep7 \n"); 

fprintf(cst, "c ,link,8 \n"); 

fprintf(cst, et,link,8\n"); 

fprintf(cst, mp,ex,1,4452\n"); 

fprintf(cst, "nap,ex,2,%An , 74.7*fiber_diameter 

fprintf(cst, "nread,%s,noci\n", argv[ I I); 

fprintf(cst, e ead,%s,elm\n", argv[1]); 

tempint = Int; 

while (temp_Int != NULL) { 

fprintf(cst, "R,"); 

fprintf(cst, "% , temp_Int->Int_id); 

fprintf(cst, "Vo 	temp_Int->length); 

fprintf(cst, "\n"); 

terrip_lnt = temp_lnt->next; 

temp = joint; 

fprintf(cst, "D,a11,uy, \n' ); 
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while (temp != NULL) { 

if (ABS(temp->z) < eps) 

fprintf(cst, "D,"); 

fprintf(cst, "%d,", temp->node_id); 

fprintf(cst, ''uz,0"); 

fprintf(cst, \n"); 

if ( ABS(temp->x) < eps && ABS(temp->y) < ep 

fprintf(cst, "D,"); 

fprintf(cst, "%d,", temp->node_id); 

fprintf(cst, 	x,0"); 

fprintf(cst, \n"); 

} 

if (ABS(temp->z - fiber_length) < eps { 

fprintf(cst, "D,"); 

fprintf(cst, "%d,", temp->node_id); 

fprintf(cst, "uz,"); 

fprintf(cst, "%f', displacement); 

fprintf(cst,\n"); 

} 

temp = temp->next; 



fprintf(cst, "eplot\n"); 

fprintf(cst, "finish\n"); 

fprintf(cst, "/SOLU\n"); 

fprintf(cst, "ANTYPE,STAT,NEW\n"); 

fprintf(cst, " S OLVE\n"); 

fprintf(cst, "FINISH \n"); 

fprintf(cst, "/POST 1\n"); 

fprintf(cst, "etable,axial,epel,l\n"); 

fprintf(cst, etable,memfor,smisc,1 \n"); 

fprintf(cst, "/output,%s,mfo\n", argv[1]); 

fprintf(cst, "pretab\n"); 

fprintf(cst, "/output,\n"); 

fprintf(cst, "finish\n"); 

fprintf(cst, "/exit"); 

fclose(in); 

fclose(nod); 

fclose(elm); 

fclose cst 
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double get_data(input) 

FILE *input; 

{ 

char buffer[256]; 

fgets(buffer, 256, input); 

buffer[l 0] = 1 \01; 

return atof(buffer); 
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